
SAP Analytics Self-Guided Tour
Here are the must see areas on the show �oor listed by location 
number; feel free to visit in the order most convenient for you, at 
your own pace. 

Tour Stops

Data to Intelligence in the Cloud
Add to Agenda (PL827)

Enable fast, con�dent decision-making to realize your evolution into an 
intelligent enterprise. Explore how the SAP Analytics Cloud solution and the 
SAP HANA business data platform work together to consolidate all data and 
analytics capabilities.
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SAP Analytics Cloud
Add to Agenda (PL818)

Put the power of intelligent decision-making into the hands of everyone in 
your organization. Explore end-to-end scenarios that combine and analyze 
data from every part of the organization by using the SAP Analytics Cloud 
solution to support collaborative enterprise planning and business intelligence 
augmented with machine learning.
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Augmented Analytics
Add to Agenda (PL819)

Gain actionable insights and accelerate innovation with advanced analytics. Take 
advantage of machine learning to analyze patterns, simulate what-if scenarios, 

explore key in�uencers, and intuitively ask questions with natural language 
processing without the skill of a data scientist. Find out how the SAP Analytics 

Cloud solution can help.
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Collaborative Enterprise Planning
Add to Agenda (PL821)

Obtain a holistic view of organizational plans to improve forecasts, budgeting, and 
the bottom line. Use collaborative enterprise planning capabilities to link planning 
models across lines of business, and allow users to work on a single version of the 

truth with seamless access to actionable insights through embedded analytics.
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Hybrid Analytics
Add to Agenda (PL820)

Make better decisions and empower business users with timely, trusted, and 
actionable insights at scale. Explore a comprehensive combination of 
on-premise and cloud analytics with SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise and 
SAP Analytics Cloud solutions, as well as real-time data connectivity and 
content management with the SAP Analytics Hub solution.
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SAP Digital Boardroom
Add to Agenda (PL817)

Immerse yourself completely in your data and experience your business in a new 
way. Pull trusted data from across the business to gain a real-time view of your 

operation by using SAP Digital Boardroom. Consider the advantages of 
industry-speci�c, prebuilt content and the ways embedded machine-learning 

capabilities transform decision-making.
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https://sessioncatalog.sapevents.com/go/agendabuilder.sessions/?l=205&sid=86873_0&locale=en_US
https://sessioncatalog.sapevents.com/go/agendabuilder.sessions/?l=205&sid=89580_0&locale=en_US
https://sessioncatalog.sapevents.com/go/agendabuilder.sessions/?l=205&sid=89576_0&locale=en_US
https://sessioncatalog.sapevents.com/go/agendabuilder.sessions/?l=205&sid=90690_0&locale=en_US
https://sessioncatalog.sapevents.com/go/agendabuilder.sessions/?l=205&sid=90689_0&locale=en_US
https://sessioncatalog.sapevents.com/go/agendabuilder.sessions/?l=205&sid=90682_0&locale=en_US

